An essential issue in perception is how the location of an object is estimated from tactile signals in the context of self-generated changes in sensor configuration. Here, we review the pathways and dynamics of neuronal signals that encode touch in the rodent vibrissa sensorimotor system. Rodents rhythmically scan an array of long, facial hairs across a region of interest. Behavioral evidence shows that these animals maintain knowledge of the azimuthal position of their vibrissae. Electrophysiological measurements have identified a reafferent signal of the azimuth that is coded in normalized coordinates, broadcast throughout primary sensory cortex and provides strong modulation of signals of vibrissa contact. Efferent signals in motor cortex report the range of the scan. Collectively, these signals allow the rodent to form a percept of object location.
Animals must determine the position of objects and other animals in their environment, far and near, as they navigate and search. The sense of distant objects requires the use of propagating signals, light to see, sound to hear, and for some animals the use of electrical disturbances (Kleinfeld et al., 2006; Kö nig and Luksch, 1998; Nelson and MacIver, 2006) . Even the sense of smell involves detection at a distance as odorants are carried along plumes (Wachowiak, 2011) . In all of these cases, animals can use stereopsis or an analogous variant to gauge the distance of objects to their body as well as their relative orientation. A different ethological problem arises when objects or conspecifics are close by, so that stereopsis is no longer effective. The perception of nearby objects is particularly acute with animals that track or borrow. Here, long pliable hairs, or in the case of insects long antennae, are used to probe the near environment. In many cases, the hairs or antennae are mobile so that a bilateral scan allows the animal to probe the entire region about its head and provides a shell of detection to keep the animals head from directly touching objects. The computational problem poised by the use of moving sensors in general, and long facial hairs in particular to sense nearby objects, is that sensation and motor control are intertwined. The perception of where an object is relative to the face of the animal requires that the contact of the hairs must be assessed relative to their changing position in space.
The problem of object localization with moving sensors was first discussed by Descartes (1637) . With reference to a drawing of a blind man with walking sticks ( Figure 1A ), he notes ''.when the blind man.
turns his hand A towards E, or again his hand C towards E, the nerves embedded in that hand cause a certain change in his brain, and through this change his soul can know not only the place A or C but also all the other places located on the straight line AE or CE; in this way his soul can turn its attention to the objects B and D, and determine the places they occupy without in any way knowing or thinking of those which his hands occupy. Similarly, when our eye or head is turned in some direction, our soul is informed of this by the change in the brain which is caused by the nerves embedded in the muscles used for these movements.''
Steps toward the solution of this neuronal computational problem are the focus of this review.
The rat vibrissa system, with its tactile hairs and their associated neuronal architecture, provides a prototype sensorimotor system ( Figure 1B ). For nearly a century, researchers have compiled behavioral evidence that the vibrissae are both sensors and effectors in a complex sensory system that is able to locate and identify objects (Brecht et al., 1997; Gustafson and FelbainKeramidas, 1977) . The pioneering work of Vincent (1912) indicated that rats use this system for detection of surfaces during navigation. More recent studies have shown that the vibrissae provide information about object distance (Shuler et al., 2001; Solomon and Hartmann, 2006) , bilateral distance (Knutsen et al., 2006; Krupa et al., 2001) , and orientation (Polley et al., 2005 ). Yet few of these behaviors inherently engaged the sensorimotor nature of the system, and rats are known to perform some tasks, such as vibration discrimination (Hutson and Masterton, 1986) , with only passive vibrissa contacts. Thus it is critical to establish whether touch and motion are used in concert to form an ''active perceptual system'' (Gibson, 1962) .
We review the current understanding of object location in the azimuthal plane by rodents, a specific sensorimotor task that incorporates elements of behavior, anatomy, and electrophysiology. This focus highlights the choices made by the rodent nervous system in the conditioning of sensory input signals, the formulation of motor control, and the choice of coordinate representation. Related work on schemes to use vibrissae to code object location in three dimensions have been discussed by Knutsen and Ahissar (2009) . The overall neuroanatomy of the vibrissa sensorimotor system has been reviewed (Bosman et al., 2011; Kleinfeld et al., 1999) , and different aspects of the system are the subject of extensive reviews (Ahissar and Zacksenhouse, 2001; Brecht, 2007; Castro-Alamancos, 2004; Deschê nes et al., 2005; Diamond et al., 2008; Fox, 2008; Haidarliu et al., 2008; Hartmann, 2011; Jones and Diamond, 1995; Kleinfeld et al., 2006; Kublik, 2004; Mitchinson et al., 2011; Moore et al., 1999; O'Connor et al., 2009; Petersen et al., 2002) including an emphasis on vibrissa areas of cortex (Alloway, 2008; Brecht, 2007; Lü bke and Feldmeyer, 2007; Petersen, 2007; Schubert et al., 2007; Swadlow, 2002) .
Lessons from Behavior
As a means to establish the vibrissa system as a model of choice for the study of sensorimotor control, it is essential to first determine if rodents have an internal representation of the position of their vibrissae. This question has been addressed through behavioral tasks, in which the animal must report the position of a pin relative to the face. As a practical matter, there are numerous algorithms that can allow an animal to approximate this task when the full complement of vibrissae are present. A clean paradigm is to test if an animal with a single vibrissa can determine the relative position of a pin within the azimuthal sweep of the vibrissa (Figure 2A ). This form of experiment is realized through operant conditioning, in which a rat is trained to maintain a fixed posture and press a lever with a frequency that discriminates between a contact position that is rewarded (S+) versus one that is unreward (S-) (left panel and insert in right panel, Figure 2B ). Mehta et al. (2007) found that rats can perform this discrimination task within a period of one or two whisks (right panel, Figure 2B ). This implies that rats know the azimuthal position of their vibrissae. The results from related work, in which rats were trained to report the relative depth between two pins, suggests that azimuthal acuity is better than 6 (Knutsen et al., 2006) . What is the role of cortex in this discrimination task? In particular, while rodents may be trained to discriminate object location, this process could occur at a subcortical level. This question was addressed by O'Connor et al. (2010a) , who used head-fixed mice trained to discriminate among one of two positions of a pin (left panel, Figure 2C ). Mice could perform this task with better than 90% discrimination at an acuity of less than 6 , albeit with a different strategy than found with the case for rats (Knutsen et al., 2006; Mehta et al., 2007) . Here, rather than sweep their vibrissae, the animals tended to hold or slowly move their vibrissae near the site that one of the two pins was lowered. This difference aside, the ability to discriminate azimuthal location was lost when vibrissa primary sensory (vS1) cortex was shut down through an infusion of the GABA A agonist muscimol, and recovered upon wash out (right panel, Figure 2C ). A potential caveat in this experiment is that inactivation of vS1 cortex can affect the ability of a rodent to whisk (Harvey et al., 2001; Matyas et al., 2010) , so the transient loss in discrimination could reflect a motor rather than sensory defecit. In toto, behavioral data implies that the rodent vibrissa system is an valuable model to study the merge of sensor contact and position, and that vS1 cortex is likely to play a necessary role in computing the relative angle of touch.
Basic Wiring
What are the neural pathways that support signals of vibrissa touch and position? We review the anatomy of the vibrissa sensorimotor system so that physiological measurements can be placed in the context of high level circuitry (Figure 3) .
The basic layout of the sensorimotor system is one of nested loops (Kleinfeld et al., 1999) . The follicles, which are both sensors through their support of vibrissae and effectors through their muscular drive, and the mystacial pad that supports the follicles form the common node in these loops. Afferent input is generated by shear or compression of mechanosensors in the follicles (Kim et al., 2011; Rice, 1993) . The afferent signal propagates through primary sensory cells in the trigeminal ganglion, whose axons form the infraorbital branch of the trigeminal nerve. These cells make synaptic contacts onto neurons that lie within different nuclei of the trigeminus, all arranged in parallel. Of note is the one-to-one map of the input from the follicles onto the nucleus principalis (PrV) and the caudal division of the spinal nucleus interpolaris (SpVIc) (left column, Figure 3) . A projection, but not one-to-one mapping, also occurs to the rostral division of nucleus interpolaris (SpVIr).
Two feedback loops in the brainstem condition the incoming sensory input. First, cells in nucleus SpVIc, which respond to an individual vibrissa, form inhibitory synapses onto neurons in nucleus PrV (red arrow in middle row, Figure 3 ). This feedback acts to spatially and temporally sharpen the response in a ''center-surround'' manner (Bellavance et al., 2010; Furuta et al., 2008) . A second feedback pathway involves projections from the SpVI and SpVC trigeminal nuclei to the facial motoneurons, which independently drive motion of the follicle and that of the mystacial pad (Hill et al., 2008; Klein and Rhoades, 1985) . This in turn leads to activation of the mystacial muscles and a forward thrust of the vibrissae upon contact (Nguyen and Kleinfeld, 2005; Sachdev et al., 2003) . In principle, the latter feedback provides the animal with a means to distinguish between spikes in the trigeminus that are unrelated to contact, for which the thrust would push the vibrissae forward without the generation of additional spikes, and a true touch event, Frames were taken at 17 ms intervals, using darkfield illumination, and the images were individually thresholded. Adapted from Fee et al. (1997). where the thrust enhances contact and can provide additional spikes.
The single projection from the trigeminal nucleus to the facial nucleus is paralleled by multiple polysynaptic pathways at the level of the brainstem and midbrain, e.g., the superior colliculus, and by pathways that extend through the forebrain (Kleinfeld et al., 1999 ; Figure 3) ; we focus on the latter. There are two major ascending pathways from the trigeminus. Projections from nucleus PrV ascend to the dorsal medial aspect of the ventral posterior medial (VPMdm) nucleus of dorsal thalamus, where they make a triplet of representations (Pierret et al., 2000; Urbain and Deschê nes, 2007b; Veinante et al., 2000) . The core region of this triplet is considered the primary afferent pathway and, as in the case of trigeminal nucleus PrV, this representation in VPMdm thalamus contains a one-to-one map of the input from the follicles (left column, Figure 3 (A) Cartoon of the computational problem: detection of an object with a moving sensor. An animal with one vibrissa is prompted to differentiate between one of two positions of an object, i.e., the black pin. When this task is performed with a single vibrissa the animal must code the position of the vibrissa in addition to contact with the pin. Adapted from Mehta et al. (2007) . (B) An experiment with free ranging rats that are self-constrained in a nose poke. The data demonstrate that rats can differentiate the position of a pin, lowered from above, using only a single vibrissa that is swept through space. The angular separation between pins was 15
. One of the two pins is paired with a reward and rodents respond by increasing their rate of lever pressing for the rewarded pin, S+, versus the unrewarded pin SÀ. Cumulative numbers of presses, plotted as mean with 95% confidence limits, are statistically different for the two cases 0.5 s after the start of the trial. The insert shows the raster plots for the first five lever presses for the rewarded and unrewarded presentations. Adapted from Mehta et al. (2007) . (C) An experiment with head-fixed mice. The data show that mice can detect the relative position of a pin using their vibrissae, with angular separations down to 6 , but that inactivation of contralateral vS1 cortex with injections of muscimol (red) removes this capability. Green trace is a control where saline is injected and blue trace is a control where vS1 cortex is injected with muscimol. laris (nRt), (red arrow in middle row, Figure 3 ) and further project to the middle layers, i.e., L3 and L4, of vibrissa primary sensory (vS1) cortex. The projections cluster into columns, commonly called barrels, that maintain the one-to-one relation with the spatial distribution of the vibrissae (top row, Figure 3) .
The second set of ascending projections emanate from trigeminal nucleus SpVIr to the medial division of the posterior group (Po) nucleus of dorsal thalamus and involves both direct excitatory input from nucleus SpVIr as well as inhibitory input that comes indirectly via projections to the ventral aspect of the zona incerta (ZIv) (Barthó et al., 2002) . The latter input is part of a forebrain loop in which activity in Po thalamus is modulated by projection neurons from vibrissa primary motor (vM1) cortex to ZIv, which inactivates an inhibitory input to Po thalamus (Urbain and Deschê nes, 2007a) (back-to-back red arrows in middle row, Figure 3 ). Neurons in the Po nucleus project to the septa between columns and primarily form connections with dendrites on the surface and middle layers of vS1, i.e., L1 and L5a, in a pattern that appears complementary to that formed by input from VPMdm thalamus (top row, Figure 3 ). This is suggestive of different computational roles for inputs from VPMdm versus Po thalamus (Bureau et al., 2006; Meyer et The classically described sensory and motor regions of cortex are highly interconnected, both at the level of the cortex itself and, as noted above, through subcortical interactions (Hoffer et al., 2003 ; top row, Figure 3 ) as well as feedback from cortex to thalamus. The highest level feedback loop in the vibrissa system is completed by descending projections from cortex to the vibrissa motoneurons in the facial motor nucleus. The dominant pathway of cortical activation of the vibrissae is from vM1 cortex (Berg et al., 2005; Brecht et al., 2004a Brecht et al., , 2004b . This involves indirect connections through the superior colliculus and other midbrain as well as brainstem structures (Hattox et al., 2002; Miyashita et al., 1994) as well as a direct, albeit sparse projection (Grinevich et al., 2005 ; right column, Figure 3) . A second pathway for activation of the vibrissae involves a projection from vS1 cortex ) that activates cells in trigeminal nuclei SpVI and SPVC. These, as also noted above, project to the facial nucleus (Erzurumlu and Killackey, 1979) . The combined anatomical data suggests that the motoneurons can be viewed as arbitrators of the control of motor output from different levels in the brain (Hattox et al., 2002) , a role consistent with their electrotonically long dendrites and active currents (Nguyen et al., 2004) .
Quantitative Description of Rhythmic Whisking
Whisking involves changes in vibrissa position that vary from the nominally 100 ms period of the whisking rhythm to one second changes in the envelope and midpoint of the motion (Berg et al., 2005; Carvell and Simons, 1995) . Further, bouts of whisking may last tens of seconds, particularly as an animal searched for its home cage (Ganguly and Kleinfeld, 2004) . This great range of time-scales serves as a diagnostic to understand how motor control is segregated between different brain circuits. For example, the frequency and amplitude of whisking are controlled by different neuromodulators (Pietr et al., 2010) .
The near rhythmic form of the azimuthal angle of the vibrissae, q(t), may be decomposed into rapidly and slowly varying waveforms by the Hilbert transformation ( Figure 4A ). This transform extracts a rapidly varying phase signal, denoted f(t), that Only the pathways from the vibrissae to the brainstem and up through neocortex are shown. Abbreviations: PrV, principal trigeminal nucleus; SpVIr and SpVIc, rostral and caudal divisions of spinal nucleus interpolaris, respectively; SpVC, spinal nucleus caudalis; VPMdm, dorsomedial aspect of the ventral posterior medial nucleus of dorsal thalamus; Po, medial division of the posterior group nucleus; nRt, nucleus reticularis; ZIv, ventral aspect of the zona incerta; CS, superior colliculus; and CPG, a yet to be described central pattern generator in the brainstem. Black arrows indicate excitatory projections while red arrows are inhibitory projections. At the level of the periphery, the image of the mystacial pad is adapted from Haidarliu et al. (2010) (dorsal to the top and caudal to the right), the fluorescent microphotograph of the follicles was prepared by David W. Matthews following the advice of Fan Wang to use a mouse line in which red fluorescence protein expression is driven the promoter for parvalbumin (Hippenmeyer et al., 2005) , and the microphotograph of the musculature was adapted from Haidarliu et al. (2010) (dorsal to the top and caudal to the right). At the level of the brainstem, the microphotograph of barrelettes in the PrV nucleus is from Martin Deschê nes (coronal section), the microphotograph of the trigeminus is adapted from Furuta et al. (2008) (horizontal section, medial to the top and caudal to the right), and the microphotograph of the facial nucleus is from Harvey J. Karten (sagittal section, dorsal to the top and caudal to the right). At the level of the thalamus, the photomicrograph of the barreloids in the core region of VPMdm thalamus is adapted from Haidarliu and Ahissar (Haidarliu and Ahissar, 2001 ) (oblique section), the photomicrograph of multiple thalamic regions is from Martin Deschê nes (coronal section, dorsal to the top and medial to the right), and the photomicrograph of zona incerta is adapted from Urbain and Deschê nes (2007a) (coronal section, dorsal to the top and medial to the right). At the level of cortex, the photomicrographs of vS1 cortex in coronal section and the barrels in flattened horizontal section (rostral to the top and medial to the right) are from Martin Deschê nes and that of vM1 cortex was prepared by Per Magne Knutsen using a mouse in which L5b neurons express green fluorescent protein (Arenkiel et al., 2007). increases from Àp to p radians on each whisk cycle regardless of slow variations in the amplitude of the whisking envelope, denoted q amp (t), and the midpoint of the motion, denoted, q mid (t) ( Figure 4B ). This allows the measured motion of the vibrissae to be expressed in the form qðtÞ = q amp ðtÞcos½fðtÞ + q mid ðtÞ:
The reconstructed whisking waveform,q(t), compares very well with the recorded motion (top line, Figure 4B ). We interpret the slowly varying amplitude as the range of motion, the slowly varying midpoint as defining the region of interest, and the rapidly changing phase as the scan pattern of the vibrissae. Recall that phase is single valued and thus defines the position and direction of motion; the phase interval (Àp, 0) corresponds to protraction and (0, p) to retraction. Lastly, individual vibrissae may have different midpoints, but the motion between vibrissae is highly correlated (Hill et al., 2011a) .
Cortical Correlate of Vibrissa Position
The necessity of vS1 cortex to perform a object localization task in the azimuthal plane ( Figure 2C ), as well as for other vibrissa-based tasks (Hutson and Masterton, 1986) , raises the question of if and how vibrissa motion is represented in vS1 cortex. This was first addressed with free-ranging animals trained to whisk in air in search of a food tube (Fee et al., 1997 ; Figure 1B ). Single units were recorded from microwires lowered throughout the depth of cortex, while vibrissae position was inferred from the electromyogram (EMG) of papillary muscles that drive the follicles (Figure 3) . The EMG is a good surrogate of the phase and amplitude of whisking but not of the midpoint angle (Hill et al., 2011a ; Figure 4A ). The peak of the EMG signal corresponds to the most protracted position of the vibrissae and the valleys correspond to retraction. A quantitative relation between the spike trains and the EMG is determined from the cross-correlation of the spike arrival times with the times of the peaks of the EMG during each epoch of whisking (top row, Figure 5A ). Statistically significant correlations were observed for about 60% of the units examined. The extent of the modulation of the spike rate by whisking is small, about 0.1 of the average rate. Subsequent work showed that similarly recorded units were distributed throughout all layers of cortex (Curtis and Kleinfeld, 2009) .
The peak of the correlation occurs at a phase that is different than the peak of protraction. This phase shift corresponds to the phase in the whisk cycle for which the rate of spiking is maximum and is referred to as the preferred whisking phase, or f whisk . We observe that the preferred phase extends over all possible phases in the whisk cycle (lower left panel, Figure 5A ) with a small but significant bias for relatively large amplitudes at the onset of retraction. A similarly broad distribution of phases, although without a bias in amplitudes, was found in measurements of the correlation between vibrissa position and spiking activity using head-fixed mice and juxtacelluar recording (de Kock and Sakmann, 2009 ). This extracellular procedure permits many of the neurons to be filled with dye and identified post hoc. Here, about 70% of the cells exhibited statistically significant albeit small modulation, corresponding to roughly 0.1 of the maximum whisking amplitude (lower right panel, Figure 5A ), not inconsistent with the microwire results.
The relatively weak modulation of the spike rate by vibrissae position leaves open the question of whether the subthreshold potentials of neurons in vS1 cortex are strongly or weakly modulated by vibrissa position. Intracellular recording from the upper layers of vS1 cortex in head-fixed mice showed that the intracellular potentials are less variable as animals whisked compared to sessile periods and, critically, strongly modulated by changes in the position of the vibrissae (Crochet and Petersen, 2006; Gentet et al., 2010 ; left panel, Figure 5B ). The modulation in voltage over a whisk cycle was 2 millivolts on average, which implies the convergence of many individual synaptic inputs. As with the case of extracellular recording, the preferred whisking phase, f whisk , was distributed over all phases in the whisk cycle (right panel, Figure 5B ). Further, the bias in the distribution found from the intracellular records for excitatory cells was consistent with that observed in the microwire data (cf lower left panel in Figure 5A and right panel in Figure 5B ).
The composite result is that a majority of neurons throughout the depth of vS1 cortex report a signal that corresponds to the phase of the vibrissae in the whisk cycle. The tuning curves are broad, in the sense that the correlation between spike rates and whisking approximate a cosine curve ( Figure 5A ). The modulation of the (B) Top panel shows vibrissa position along with its reconstruction using a Hilbert transform. Lower panels show the phase, f(t), as calculated from the Hilbert transform, along with the amplitude, q amp , and midpoint, q mid , of the envelope calculated from individual whisk cycles. Broken vertical lines indicate wrapping of phase from p to Àp radians. Adapted from (Hill et al., 2011a). spike rate by whisking is small for the vast majority of cells, although a small fraction of cells have a sufficiently deep modulation, and sufficiently high spike rate, to allow the phase in the whisk cycle to be predicted on a whisk by whisk basis (Fee et al., 1997; Kleinfeld et al., 1999) . Even if the responses with deep modulation are discounted, the output from a population of cells with broad tuning and a continuous distribution of preferred phases can be used to estimate angular position with high accuracy (Hill et al., 2011a; Seung and Sompolinsky, 1993) .
Origin of the Cortical Correlate: Peripheral Reafference versus Efference Copy in vS1 Cortex There are two potential pathways for a signal that codes vibrissa position to reach vS1 cortex. One is by peripheral reafference, in which position is encoded along with contact by mechanosensors in the follicle. The peripheral coding of vibrissa position is analogous to proprioception. Here, as in proprioception, an overlapping set of pressure and stretch receptors may code both vibrissa position and touch (Berryman et al., 2006) . This possibility implies that primary sensory neurons code vibrissa position in the absence of contact, and that this signal is relayed to vS1 cortex. It further implies that the fast modulation of neuronal signals in sV1 cortex will be eliminated if movement of the follicle is blocked as the animal attempts to whisk. The second of the two possible pathways to code vibrissa position within vS1 cortex is via an efference copy. Here, an internal brain pathway provides a facsimile of the command signal that is used to drive the vibrissa muscles. Such a signal could originate from a hypothesized brainstem pattern generator (CPG; Figure 3 ), perhaps relayed via vM1 cortex. In this case fast modulation of neuronal signals in vS1 cortex by whisking could be altered, but not eliminated, if whisking is blocked. Concepts from control theory suggest that both signals could be present in cortex as a means to compare actual versus intended vibrissa position (Ahissar et al., 1997; Kleinfeld et al., 2002) .
Recordings from primary sensory neurons during muscular activation of the follicle could distinguish between peripheral reafference and efference copy. Such recordings in the trigeminal ganglion are facilitated by the technique of fictive whisking, in which electrical stimulation of the facial nerve is used to rhythmically drive vibrissa motion in anesthetized animals (Brown and Waite, 1974; Zucker and Welker, 1969) . Measurements of single-unit activity revealed a population of neurons in the trigeminal ganglion that spiked in response to a change in vibrissae position but not contact (Szwed et al., 2003) . This established that muscular movement of the follicle alone is sufficient to drive spiking in primary sensory neurons. Further, different neurons spiked at different positions into the fictive whisk ( Figure 6A ). The histogram of spiking by different units covered the full range of protraction and part of retraction ( Figure 6A ). These data support a reafferent pathway that carries only reafferent signals of vibrissa position, as opposed to both position and touch signals. Yet details of the angle or phase response for different units are unlikely to reflect their response in the awake animal. The motor drive in fictive whisking consists only of protraction, as opposed to both retraction and protraction in awake animals . Further, the mechanics of the follicles are different for fictive whisking than when the follicle sinuses are gourged with blood in awake animals (Rice, 1993) , so that the sensitivity of the receptors in the follicle to both self-motion and touch may be diminished in the anesthetized state.
Measurements from neurons in the trigeminal ganglion in awake animals are difficult as the ganglion lies in a cranial fossa. (2009) and replotted on a linear scale; magenta diamonds correspond to L2/3 pyramidal cells, blue circles are L4 granular spiny neurons, cyan boxes are L5 slender tufted pyramids, green triangles are L5 thick tufted pyramids, orange circles are L6 pyramids, and gray circles have unknown layer specificity. (B) Intracellular records from vS1 in an awake mouse as the animal whisk in air; this example shows a particularly strong modulation. The polar plot shows the EMG-triggered membrane potential average. Adapted from Crochet and Petersen (2006) and Gentet et al. (2010) ; we thank Carl C.H. Petersen for clarification of the data; yellow circles correspond to L2/3 pyramids, magenta circles and squares to L4 cells, gray circles have unknown superficial layer specificity, blue squares are L4 fast spiking inhibitory neurons, and red squares are regular spiking inhibitory neurons.
Reports from two laboratories provide evidence that different units will spike in different phases of the whisking cycle (Khatri et al., 2009; Leiser and Moxon, 2007) . However, these same units invariably respond to touch as well. While this speaks against the possibility of a solely reafferent pathway, technical considerations suggest that the unit data contained contributions from more than one neuron (Hill et al., 2011b) . Even if reafference and touch are coded by the same cells, the respective signals may be separated by differences in their spectral content for the case of repetitive contact; whisking occurs at low frequencies while punctate contact events lead to high frequency components in the spike response.
We return to the issue of efference copy. The test for signaling along this pathway makes use of two special aspects of whisking. First, there is exceptionally high coherence between whisking on both sides of the face. Second, the sensory nerve and the motor nerve are separate (Figure 3) , so that motion can be blocked without affecting the receptors. This allows vibrissa motion on the ipsilateral side of the face to be used as a positional reference when motion of the vibrissae on the contraleral side is transiently blocked. These advantages were exploited, using the EMG as a surrogate to determine the phase and amplitude of vibrissa motion (Fee et al., 1997) . Transient blockage of the contralateral facial nerve leads to loss of the correlation between spiking and the rhythmic component of the EMG on the intact side ( Figure 6B ). This implies that the phasic reference of vibrissa position is signaled through peripheral reafference, i.e., the rat ''listens'' to its own motion. In contrast, transient blockage of the contralateral facial nerve does not affect the correlation between the spike rate and the slowly varying amplitude of whisking (Fee et al., 1997;  Figure 6C ). This implies that the amplitude of whisking, which is weakly reported in vS1 cortex, is derived from an internal brain signal.
Coding the Range of Whisking
In the absence of information about the amplitude or midpoint of the whisk, the azimuthal position is left unspecified. Where is the additional information coded? Motivated by the internal generation of the amplitude signal of whisking ( Figure 6C ), a report of an overall increase in the spike rate of units in vM1 cortex concurrent with whisking (Carvell et al., 1996) , and the extensive connectivity of vM1 with vS1 cortex (Hoffer (A) Unit records from the trigeminal ganglion obtained from an anesthetized rat in which the facial nerve was shocked, for an interval of 100 ms at a repetition rate of 5 Hz, to drive fictive whisking in air. Left, the normalized firing rate of five units during one whisking cycle, along with the concurrent normalized azimuthal deflection of the vibrissae. Right, the response as a function of spatial phase for all units; spatial phase is the relative azimuthal angle between fully retracted, i.e., ±p, and fully protracted, i.e., 0. The line segments for each unit indicate when the spike rate was between 50% and 100% of its maximum value. Adapted from Szwed et al. (2003); we thank Ehud Ahissar for kindly replotting the data. (B) Single unit record from vS1 cortex in a rat that was whisking in air in search of a food tube, together with the simultaneously recorded ipsilateral (right) and contralateral (left) electromyogram (EMG), which act as a surrogate of vibrissa position. We observe a strong correlation with the motor nerve intact, similar to that in Figure 5A , and a loss of correlation upon block of the whisking, using a nerve cuff flushed with Lidocaine, on the contralateral face. The correlation reappears after the block is resolved. These data show that the phasic variation in spike rate depends on self motion. Adapted from Fee et al. (1997) . (C) The relation of the spike rate for the same unit in (B) to the amplitude of whisking. This slowly evolving signal shows a higher spike rate for small amplitude as opposed to large amplitude whisks; the data is normalized as EMG rather than actual vibrissa position was measured. We observe that the relation between spike rate and amplitude is unchanged during the nerve block, which implies that neurons in vS1 cortex receive an efference copy of this signal. Adapted from Fee et al. (1997) .
Neuron 72 Measurements of the relation between spiking in vM1 cortex and parameters of rhythmic whisking ( Figure 4) were performed with both free-ranging and head fixed rats trained to whisk in air ( Figure 1B ; Hill et al., 2011a) . Single units were recorded from microwires lowered throughout the depth of cortex, while vibrissa position was measured with videography. Spike trains from single unit data were found to be correlated with all aspects of whisking. Of particular note, about two-thirds of the units were modulated by the slow variations in the amplitude, q amp , and midpoint, q mid , of whisking ( Figure 7 ). This representation persists after transection of the sensory nerve, i.e., the infraorbital branch of the trigeminal nerve (Figure 3) , indicating an efferent source of the signal. Thus, the amplitude and midpoint of whisking are either generated in vM1 cortex or relayed to vM1 cortex from another brain area. A recent analysis of multiunit data supports the notion of amplitude coding by neurons in vM1 cortex (Friedman et al., 2011) . Given the extensive connectivity between vS1 and vM1 cortices (Hoffer et al., 2005) , a likely possibility is that the internally generated amplitude signal described in vS1 cortex (Fee et al., 1997 ) is relayed from vM1 cortex.
Cortical Representation of Touch
We now come to the crux issue and ask if neurons in vS1 cortex code touch conditioned on vibrissa position, i.e., on peripheral reafference. Such conditioning would imply that neurons in vS1 cortex contain the information necessary to report the location of an object that makes contact with a single vibrissa. These cells could therefore underlie the animal's ability to report object position (Knutsen et al., 2006; Mehta et al., 2007; O'Connor et al., 2010a;  Figure 2 ). In principle, neurons can code both touch and position independently. The critical test of whether touch and reafferent signals are merged in vS1 cortex is if the strength of the touch response depends on where the vibrissae are in the whisk cycle. The experimental realization involved recording single units in vS1 cortex while rodents contacted a sensor for a liquid reward. Both free ranging and body fixed animals were used in a paradigm designed to ensure that the animals contacted the sensor at all possible positions in the whisk cycle across a different set of trials ( Figure 8A ). This in turn ensured that the strength of the contact response for each unit could be determined as a function of position and, with further analysis (Figure 4) , as a function of phase in the whisk cycle.
A majority of neurons in L4 and L5a exhibit a prompt response to self-induced contact (Crochet and Petersen, 2006; Curtis and Kleinfeld, 2009; O'Connor et al., 2010b) , not unlike that observed in experiments with mechanical stimulation of a vibrissa in an anesthetized preparation Armstrong-James and George, 1988; Simons, 1978) . The strength of the contact response as a function of the phase in the whisk cycle was found for eight different phase intervals of p/4 radians. Consider the example of Figure 8B . The instantaneous rate varies by nearly a factor of three across the whisk cycle and, in this example, peaked near the start of protraction from the retracted position. In general, 85% of the units with a prompt touch response showed strong conditioning of the touch response by phase in the whisk cycle. The consensus data indicates that the preferred phases for touch, denoted f touch , matches the preferred phase for whisk, i.e., f touch y f whisk ( Figure 8C ). Thus the spike rate upon contact is nominally proportional to a nonlinear function, such as cos [f(t) À f whisk ]. These data show that vS1 cortex codes touch contingent upon position in the whisk cycle.
Resolving the Ambiguity of Phase Coordinates
We now return to the topic of the coordinate system used to code vibrissae motion ( Figure 4A ). The videographic analysis of vibrissa movement allowed the instantaneous spike rate upon contact to be plotted against either phase or actual azimual angle ( Figure 8A ). Across the entire population of single units in which the contact response was significantly dependent on phase, only 10% showed a significant dependence of contact on angular position (Curtis and Kleinfeld, 2009 ). Thus, we conclude that neurons in vS1 cortex predominantly code the phase, and not Firing rate profiles for two example units in vM1 cortex as a function of slowly varying parameters, i.e., amplitude and midpoint, of vibrissa motion (Figure 4) . The left and middle columns are profiles of units that show different relative modulation. Each plot is calculated by dividing the distribution of the respective signal at spike time by the distribution of that signal over the entire behavioral session. Green lines are fits from a smoothing algorithm along with the 95% confidence band. The right column shows composite data across units and illustrates that, on average, the rate is unaffected by whisking, consistent with the presence of units that both increase (green) and decrease (red) their rate with increasing angle; blue dots correspond to a nonmonotonic change. Adapted from Hill et al. (2011a) . the angle, of vibrissa position. However, the representation of vibrissa contact solely in terms of phase is ambiguous ( Figure 9A ). When a neuron in vS1 cortex that encoded vibrissa touch produces a spike, or a group of such neurons spike, the available information only specifies the value of the phase at that point in time, i.e., f(t) = f touch at the time of the spike.
The combination of the coding of the rapid phase signal of touch, which predominates the neuronal response in vS1, and the slowly varying envelope signals that predominate the response in vM1 cortex, allows the azimuthal angle of contact of a vibrissa to be unambiguously established (Equation 1; Figure 9B) . The locus and mechanism for reforming angle from the phase, amplitude and midpoint components is presently unknown. Yet these neuronal signals comprise the neurological correlate for behavioral data that show that rodents can discriminate the angle of a pin relative to their face (Mehta et al., 2007; O'Connor et al., 2010a ; Figure 2 ).
Synopsis
We have summarized work on a common neuronal computation, computing sensory input relative to the orientation of the body. The model behavior involves the vibrissa sensorimotor system of rodents ( Figure 1B) , where an animal touches an object while rhythmically scanning its vibrissae and must determine where touch occurred relative to its head (Figure 2) . The computation appears to be performed in primary sensory cortex (Figure 3 ) and makes use of a strong, nonlinear interaction in which a weak reafferent signal of vibrissa position ( Figure 5 ) modulates a strong touch signal (Figure 8) . Further, the sensory branch of the vibrissa system makes use of coding in normalized coordinates, where the spatial range of sensory coding adapts to the physical range of motion spanned by motor control of the vibrissae (Figure 9 ).
Are the results reviewed here applicable for nonrhythmic yet spatially localized scanning of the vibrissae? The rapidly varying component of the motion, the phase f(t), is an inherently rhythmic quantity that also describes the relative range of vibrissa motion. In this latter sense, the description of vibrissa motion in terms of a rapidly varying phase and a slowly varying amplitude and midpoint, q amp and q mid , are valid descriptions of vibrissa motion under conditions of non-rhythmic as well as rhythmic whisking and complies with the tendency of rodents to limit the spatial extent of whisking in a task dependent manner (Crochet and Petersen, 2006; Gentet et al., 2010; Knutsen et al., 2006; Mehta et al., 2007; O'Connor et al., 2010a) . The interpretation of phase as a spatial variable also suggests why different sensory (Crochet and Petersen, 2006; Curtis and Kleinfeld, 2009 Szwed et al., 2003; Figures 5 and 6) as well as motor neurons (Hill et al., 2011a ) have a multiplicity of preferred phases, when, for a purely rhythmic system, only a single phase reference is required.
Next Steps
Numerous open issues remain within the rubric of object location by the vibrissa system per se. We consider a select set of these solely as a means to spark discussion about future experiments. First and foremost, what is the cortical circuitry involved in the detection of contact in the azimuthal plane? The contact response is conditioned on vibrissa position in the whisk cycle ( Figure 8B ). The nonlinearity that governs this process is primarily confined to layers L4 and L5a (Curtis and Kleinfeld, 2009; O'Connor et al., 2010b) , which receive direct input from VPMdm thalamus (Figure 3) . One possibility is that the touch signal is modulated by shunting inhibition that is driven by reafference (Curtis and Kleinfeld, 2009) , although the present data does not support this hypothesis (Gentet et al., 2010) . A second possibility involves a strong nonlinear dependence of the gain (Lundstrom et al., 2009), i.e., spike rate versus input current, of cells that report vibrissa touch. Another aspect of this question concerns the readout of the response. This is likely to involve L5b projection neurons, whose prolonged response after touch (Curtis and Kleinfeld, 2009 ) is consistent with their hypothesized role as integrators of local and long-range cortical signals (London and Hä usser, 2005) . Experiments to address these questions will undoubtedly involve cell-based circuit analysis procedures (Arenkiel and Ehlers, 2009; O'Connor et al., 2009) .
What is the nature of the transduction that governs touch? The largest obstacle to progress is that the mechanosensors in the follicle are uncharacterized, with the exception of the Merkel receptors (Hasegawa et al., 2007) . Identification of the receptors and their connections through the trigeminal ganglion will bear on our understanding of the multiple representations of vibrissa input across different brainstem trigeminal nuclei (Figure 3) . Does each nucleus receive input from all types of mechanoreceptors, as implied from the results of studies with individually filled trigeminal ganglion cells (Shortland et al., 1995 (Shortland et al., , 1996 ? Or rather do different nuclei predominantly represent different receptor types? These questions may be considered part of a larger effort to identify all mechanosensors involved in somatosensation (Bautista and Lumpkin, 2011; Luo et al., 2009) . Second, the mechanics of the follicle need to be analyzed. The mechanoreceptors are arranged in a stereotypic pattern of rings and sheets (Mosconi et al., 1993) . How are these activated by self motion versus touch to the vibrissa? How are these arranged, or connected, so that primary afferents are active only at a single phase in the whisk cycle ( Figure 6A ), as opposed to two phases if velocity of position was directly coded?
Are there separate pathways for the touch signal versus reafferent signals of vibrissa position? The current data support the role of neurons in VPMdm thalamus as the main pathway for touch signaling (Khatri et al., 2004 (Khatri et al., , 2010 Masri et al., 2008; Simons and Carvell, 1989; Yu et al., 2006) and as a conduit for changes in vibrissa position (Khatri et al., 2010; Masri et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2006) . However, there is discord as to the nature of signaling through Po thalamus (Masri et al., 2008; Yu et al., 2006) , particularly whether this pathway supports a pure position signal or is even activated by afferent, as opposed to corticofugal, inputs (Diamond et al., 1992) . The resolution of this issue bears on the representation of proprioception in the vibrissa system, as well as the laminar distribution of the reafferent signal in vS1 cortex (Figure 3) . Finally, it is critical to determine whether or not conditioning of the touch signal by changes in vibrissa position occurs first in thalamus and is merely reported to vS1 cortex.
Where and how does the presumed conversion of phase to angular position take place? The circuitry for this coordinate transformation (Equation 1) is unknown. As alluded to earlier, the answer is likely to involve the interaction between vS1 and vM1 cortices (Figures 3 and 9) . Related questions concern the form of the neuronal code for the location of an object that has been contacted. Do individual neurons code the azimuthal angle as a scalar quantity, or rather is the code in terms of the output of a population of motor units that control the heading of the animal toward or away from the object? Experimental progress on these fronts will involve first, measuring the motor modulation of the contact response in vM1 cortex and second, examining the interaction between specifically labeled neurons in both cortices and the output from these areas; recent work supports the feasibility of the latter approach (Mao et al., 2011; Mittmann et al., 2011; Sato and Svoboda, 2010) .
We now turn to basic questions about the control of vibrissa motion. Rhythmic whisking can occur in the absence of sensory feedback and in the absence of high-level control Gao et al., 2001; Welker, 1964) . Where is the hypothesized pattern generator for rhythmic whisking (CPG in Figure 3 )? When and how does this rhythm synchronize with other orofacial rhythms, such as breathing and licking (Travers, 1995) ? At a more abstract level, how is the motor pattern altered by ongoing pattern of sensory input? For example, contact of the vibrissae with an extended object can lead to turning of the head and an asymmetry of whisking, so that the range of whisking is shortened on one side of the face and extended on the other side to match the angle of the turn (Mitchinson et al., 2007; Towal and Hartmann, 2006) . This phenomena appears analogous to the vestibulo-ocular reflex, which suggests that such control is governed by feedback at the level of the brainstem. Yet, does cortical processing play a role in this contact response? Progress on sensory control of motor programs is in need of sophisticated yet rapidly learned behavior paradigms, perhaps involving object recogniton (Brecht et al., 1997) .
Finally, it is important to redress our focus on signaling in thalamocortical pathways to the exclusion of feedback through basal ganglia as well as subcortical loops formed by pontinecerebellar and collicular pathways. The involvement of basal ganglia in whisking is largely uncharted, as only sensory responses in anesthetized animals have been reported (Pidoux et al., 2011) . Cerebellar projection cells respond to vibrissa input (Bosman et al., 2010) and cerebellar output can affect the timing in vM1 cortex (Lang et al., 2006) , but again there is no composite understanding. The situation is more advanced for the case of the superior colliculus, which receives direct vibrissa input via a trigeminotectal pathway (Killackey and Erzurumlu, 1981 ; Figure 3 ), indirect input via a corticotectal pathway through vS1 and vM1 cortices (Alloway et al., 2010; Miyashita et al., 1994; Wise and Jones, 1977) and can drive whisking as well (Hemelt and Keller, 2008) . Recording in awake free ranging animals show that cells in the colliculus respond to vibrissa touch (Cohen and Castro-Alamancos, 2010) , while experiments that used fictive whisking with anesthetized animals show that cells can respond to movement in the absence of contact (Bezdudnaya and Castro-Alamancos, 2011). It remains to be determined if the colliculus contains neurons that report touch conditioned on the position of the vibrissae and, if so, how these interact with the computation of touch in cortex.
Conclusions
The vibrissa system is a particularly powerful proving ground to establish basic circuitry for sensorimotor control. The relatively stereotyped whisking motion, the separation of sensory and motor signals on different nerves, and the accessibility of the system for electrophysiological study allow for fine experimental control. How general are these results? Essential aspects of sensation, such as balance with the vestibular system, seeing through the visual system, or touch through the somatosensory system, all make use of moving sensors and must solve an analogous problem to that discussed for the case of the rodent vibrissa sensorimotor system. This problem has been well studied for the case of vestibular control (Cullen et al., 2011; Green and Angelaki, 2010) , but has gained accelerating interest for the cases of other sensory modalities, in part from the advent of automated behavioral procedures (Dombeck et al., 2007; Perkon et al., 2011) , new tools to record intracellular (Lee et al., 2006) and multicellular (Sawinski et al., 2009 ) activity from behaving animals, and tools for targeted optical stimulation (Gradinaru et al., 2007) . Even within the field of primate vision, traditionally performed with behaving animals, early work on pathways for the control of gaze (Richmond and Wurtz, 1980) has been revitalized (Sommer and Wurtz, 2002) under the rubric of ''active vision'' (Wurtz et al., 2011) . We argue that the rodent sensorimotor system can be a cornerstone for the impact of neuroscience in areas of motion control that range from algorithm design for robotics to insights into normal and dysfunctional aspects of human motor activities.
